
 

 

 

 

  Snake Avoidance Clinic 

   Choose either 

  Saturday or Sunday 

           June 23
rd

 or 24
th

, 2012 

 

Check our website, www.coloradogundog.org 
 

The clinic will be held at Quail Run Sports 

35027 County Rd.27, Kiowa 303-646-3868 

Training will begin at 7:30 a.m.  

Cost: $55.00 per dog 

 
Anyone that enjoys the outdoors with his or her dog is invited 

to participate in the Snake Avoidance Clinic.  At this clinic 

your dog will receive training with a proven method of snake 

proofing. Your dog will be trained to recognize snakes by 

sight, sound or smell and warn you that a snake is present, so 

that you can avoid them and keep you and your dog safe. 
 

 

 

 

 
To register or for more information please 

contact:  

Fred Prior  303-450-2547 

fred_prior@comcast.net 
 

(Please put “Snake Avoidance” in the Subject line.)
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Snake Avoidance Clinic 

 
You are wondering what exactly a Snake Avoidance Clinic is and what is going to happen to my dog….  
Professional dog and snake handler Julian Weslow from Trinity, Texas, who has 'desnaked' over 5000 dogs 

in the past 20 years, will conduct the clinic, sponsored by the Colorado Gun Dog Association.  
 

We use live Diamondback Rattlesnakes.  With the possibility of accidental striking of dogs, the snakes have 
been surgically „defanged‟ to prevent extraction of venom.  Since rattlers have the capabilities of rotating 
fangs very quickly after accidents to their fangs, Julian uses a clipping method to keep the old fang partially 
in place.  Due to that, there is still a possibility that a dog could get pricked where that portion of the fang is 
and draw blood. The possibility of venom extracting from that portion of the fang is very low.  Julian has had 
hundreds of dogs struck during the 'desnaking' process, with never a reported accidental venom extraction.  
While no venom has yet to have been extracted, Julian knows that every year dog owners are concerned 
should their dog be struck; this explanation will advise you of that possibility. 
 

The clinic uses electronic stimulation dog collars for the negative response in teaching the dog that the 
discomfort comes from the snake.  The electronic collar has been proven as a very safe method of training. 
 

There will be 2 rattlesnakes on the course.  The first snake has had its rattles taped to simulate a dormant 
snake or a Cottonmouth.  The dog is brought in the vicinity of the snake using long check cords.  The best 
response is to get the dog to use its natural senses and SMELL THE SNAKE…..& SEE THE SNAKE!  
When the handler of the collar sees that this has occurred, then a negative response will be given from the 
e-collar.  Some dogs will need to see it again, but most will learn quickly that any curiosity will result in a 
negative response. 
 

The second snake will usually be a very aggressive rattlesnake, complete with the buzzing of rattles.  Again 
the plan is to have the dog use it‟s natural senses and HEAR THE SNAKE……SEE THE SNAKE…..& 
SMELL THE SNAKE. If the dog responds by leaving the vicinity, no negative response will be given, but if 
the dog is still curious, he will receive a negative e-collar response.   
 

The last loyal check is to have the owner call the dog to him while the rattlesnake is between the dog and 
the owner.  A wide berth around the snake is the final lesson that the dog knows WHERE THE SNAKE 
IS…..WHAT THE SNAKE SOUNDS LIKE………& WHAT THE SNAKE SMELLS LIKE. 
 

This method of training is not going to help the dog that does not smell, see or hear the snake.  We have 
heard many success stories from owners of seminar dogs that got the chance to SMELL, SEE or HEAR 
it…………Give your dog a chance…….. “DESNAKE”!!! 
 

                    Please send the following information (you may share this form with friends) and payment to:   

  Fred Prior,  1006 East 111
th

 Place, Northglenn, CO 80233 or call 303-450-2547 

                                                      Make checks payable to: C.G.D.A. 

 
NAME ___________________________________________________PHONE (1)__________________ 
 
EMAIL_ __________________________________________________PHONE (2)__________________ 
                         Please Print Legibly 
 
Number of dogs ____ @ $55.00 per dog.  $ ___________ enclosed.   
I hereby absolve and hold harmless the Colorado Gun Dog Association, it‟s officers and members, Quail 
Run Sports and/or it‟s officers & members, Julian Weslow and anyone acting on their behalf, from any 
liability, damages or claims resulting from the Snake Avoidance clinic held on June 23 or 24, 2012.  I certify 
that I have read the above explanation of what will take place during the Snake Avoidance Clinic. 
 
Signature_____________________________________________________    Date__________________ 

 
PLEASE REGISTER IN ADVANCE  

WE NEED TO KNOW HOW MANY TO PLAN FOR! 


